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THE (FLOATING) CITY OF SOKOVIA.
YEARS AGO…

you, avengers, you are my meteor.
my swift and terrible sword. when
sokovia goes crashing to the earth, you
and every other living creature will
undergo global extinction.
and from the ruins of your
failure will emerge a more
peaceful world. a utopia
in the age of ultron,
where the only thing living in
this world...will be metal.

what do
you got,
stark?
nothing great.
maybe a way to blow
up the city. that'll keep
it from impacting the
surface and causing more
casualties if you guys
can get clear.

I asked for a
solution, not an
escape plan.

impact radius is
getting bigger every
second. we're gonna
have to make
a choice.

cap, these
people are
going nowhere.
if stark finds a
way to blow
this rock--

not till
everyone's
safe.

everyone
up here versus
everyone down
there? there's
no math
there.

I didn't
say we should
leave.
there's
worse ways to
go. where else am
I gonna get a
view like this?

I'm not
leaving this
rock with a
single civilian
still on it.

glad you
like the view,
romanoff.

it's about
to get
better.

director
fury, is that
you in
there?

nice, right? pulled
her out of mothballs
with a couple of old
friends. she's dusty,
but she'll do.
altitude
is 18,000 and
climbing. klein, are
the lifeboats
ready?

lifeboats
secure to deploy,
commander hill.
disengage in
three, two…
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…take
‘em out.

I got
about fifty to
a hundred more
coming in after
come
this group.
on! let’s go,
everyone!

number six
boat is topped
and locked--or,
uh, or stocked,
topped--it's,
uh, full of
people.

great
work
klein, now
let’s-incoming!

oh
god!

phew!

NEW AVENGERS FACILITY, UPSTATE NEW YORK.

“this facility’s got a nice
setup. hill seems to be back
in her element what with
bossing everyone around.

…I don’t
think we’ll be
calling a “code
green” for the
foreseeable
future.

thor’s heading off
on his own again
too. guess we’ll be
understaffed
a bit.

but one of our tech boys
flagged something. splashed
down in the banda sea. could be
the quinjet, but with stark's
stealth tech, we still can't
track the damn thing.

banner
probably jumped
out and swam to
fiji. he'll send a
postcard.

“as does dr. selvig,
who’s able to work
out the calculations
on some recently
discovered theories in
the…well…comfort
of his own office.
“after all
that’s gone down,
especially the melee
between hulk and
stark that trashed
johannesburg..."

you sent me to
recruit banner way
back when. did you
know then what was
gonna happen?

LATER…

you never know. you
hope for the best then
make do with what
you get. I got a
great team.
nothing
lasts
forever.

trouble does,
ms. romanoff.
no matter
who wins or loses,
trouble still
comes around.

